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This paper provides the essential tools for deriving quickly the quasi-thermal noise spectrum or

the impedance of a given electric antenna near the plasma frequency,for calibration or diagnosis
in space plasmas. We give simple analytical expressionsand numerical results for either wire
or sphere dipoles in an isotropic plasma with one or two MaxwellJan electron populations. We

include the contribution of the particles collectedand/or emitted by the antenna surface. We also
indicate some modifications brought about by using more complicated antenna geometries,and
a drifting or a magnetized plasma. Finally, we give some conclusionsfor antenna design or data
interpretation in plasma wave experiments.
1

INTRODUCTION

When a passive electric antenna is immersed in a stable
plasma, the thermal motion of the ambient electrons and
ions produces fluctuations of the electric potential at the

antenna terminals. This (quasi) thermal noisecan be calculated as a function of the plasma particle velocity distribution functions. Conversely,the spectroscopyof that noise
can be used for plasma diagnosis. In any case, this is a
ubiquitous phenomenon encountered by any sensitive radio
or plasma wave experiment.

results published elsewhere in a less "ready-to-use" form.
Unless otherwise stated, we use SI units.
2

NOISE

ON THE

CORNER

OF A SLATE

Approximate expressionsfor the thermal noise spectrum
can be obtained from a very simple analysis based on elementary physics. This cannot replace exact results, but
providesa physicalinsight which is essentialin the difficult
art of choosing the correct approximation in complicated
practical cases.

This noisewasfirst studied20 yearsago[Andronov,1966; •.1
De Pazzis, 1969; Fejer and Kan, 1969]. Rather ironically,
when it was subsequently detected in the solar wind and
in planetary magnetospheres,it was generally attributed to
"new" electromagnetic emissionsor to plasma instabilities

THERMAL

Antenna Physics

The two main types of electric dipoles are thin wires and

small spheres(Figure 1). What is the differencebetween
them for measuring longitudinal fields?
With two small spheres,we measure the differenceof po-

(see for instance Brown [1973], Shaw and Gumeft [1975], tential betweentwo points separatedby L (along the 0=
Harveyet al. [1979],and Birminghamet al. [1981]).
axis): this fayourswavevectorssatisfyingk,L _• 1. This is
Since then, some extensions and applications have been

not true for a wire antenna, because the potential of each

performed [Meyer-Vernet, 1979; Hoang et al., 1980; Cou- wire of length L is a mean along L: then, only wave vectors
turier et al., 1981; Sentman, 1982; Meyer-Vernet, 1983a;
•, • 1/L are favoured,and the responsedecreases
roughly
Steinbergand Hoang,1986; Meyer-Vernetet al., 1986a];in as 1/kL for larger L.
particular it has been shown that the spectrum measured in
the solar wind is very close to the theoretical one. The recent diagnosisof the plasma tail of comet Giacobini-Zinner

This fact has two important consequences.
First, although both antennae are equivalent for kL • 1,
there is an optimum length for the wire dipole while the

by thermalnoisespectroscopy
[Meyer-Vernetet al., 1986b,c] signalon the spheredipoleis length independent(and much
has proved that, in cold plasmas, this technique yields betlargerthan that on the wire dipole)if kL >> 1.
ter results than conventionalplasma analyzers. In any case,
Second,supposethat the (longitudinal)field to be mea-

the knowledge of this noise provides the reference level for
radio and plasma wave experiments.
Why did someinvestigatorsnot recognizethis noisewhen
they observedit? Even worse, why did they incorrectly reject this "Occam's razor" interpretation while using correct
plasma physics? The main reason is that their antennae
were larger than the plasma wavelengths,so that the usual
"hand-waving" arguments were erroneous.
The purpose of this paper is to provide the main tools

sured is anisotropic, being for instance maximum along a
certain

direction

D.

For which

antenna

direction

Oz

will

the responsebe maximum? The naive answer is, when Oz

is parallelto D. But if the antennais a long (kL >> 1) wire
dipole, the correct answeris instead, when Oz is perpendic-

ular to D. Indeed,the field (or k) directionfor whichthe
sensitivity is maximum satisfies k,L • 1; thus if kL .•, 1,

k,/k • 1/kL << !, which correspondsto k nearly perpendicular

to Oz.

(physicalinsight,analyticalformulae,andnumericalresults)
for calculating the quasi-thermal noise and using it for diagnosisin space plasmas. We give new results, but in or-

•.•

0148-0227/89/88JA-03265505.00

field.

Plasma Physics

At frequenciesof the order of magnitude of the plasma
der that this toolkit be self-contained, we also include some frequency, the thermal noise is just the power spectrum of
the potential induced on the antenna by the plasma electron
thermal motion. In the Vlasov framework, the plasma can
Copyright 1989 by the American Geophysical Union.
be thought of as an assemblyof "dressed" "test" particles
moving in straight lines in the absenceof a static magnetic
Paper number 88JA03265.
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pect a noise peak just above the plasma frequency, at a

Z

distance
of theorderof 6o•/o•• (L•/L)' (theexactfigure is somewhat larger; a better approximation is given in

z

Table 1). We insiston this point becausethis distancehas
sometimesbeen interpretedas a Doppler shift [seeHarvey
et al., 1979]. Note that sinceboth the wavenumberand
the inverseof the damping length tend to zero at cop,the
antenna now sensesa very large plasma volume.
How are those results modified if we use a wire dipole
instead of small spheres?
The critical parameter is the value of kL: the relevant

scalesare ko .•. 1/LD for co< wp, k0 • kp for co..• cop,and
ko .• co/vt for co•>• wp. Thus, except at the noise peak
co.•. cop,one has koL • 1, and the noise will be koL times
smaller than for the spheres. This gives approximately the
results of Table

œ.4
wire dipore

doubte-sphere

clntenncl

c•ntennc•

Fig. 1.

Antenna geometries.

The following elementary properties of this dressing are

1.

On Being Small

Take a short antenna, namely L • LD: it fayours k •

1/L > 1/Lv (for the wire)or k _• 1/L > 1/Lv (for the
sphere). We know that for kLz) :> 1, the plasmatemporal
dispersionis small. Thus, we expect a nearly white spectrum
even if co) cop:for one sphere, the amplitude is the same
as calculated in section 2.3 for co• cop. But now the two
spheres see correlated signals' since the correlation scale
• Lz), the noisespectrum measuredbetween the two spheres

necessary
(and sufficient)to estimatethe thermalnoise:
1. For large time scales(or frequencies
w < cop),the is (L/Lv) 2 timesthatononesphere.
Since we now have kœ • 1, this result also holds for a wire
particlechargeis (Debye) shieldedat a distance
2. For smalltime scales(or w •>)cop),the particleshave dipole, and we get approximately all the results of Table 2.
not enough time to dress.
3. For w • wp, there are longitudinal plasma wavesof
3

œ.3

On Being Large

3.1

THEORETICAL

TOOLS

Antenna Geometry

The important quantity is the current distribution on the
Considera spheredipoleantenna(Figure 1) muchlonger
antenna. We consider below the two main configurations
than the plasma Debye length, namely L •

First, what happens if w • wp? The two spheressee uncorrelated signals, so that the noise is just twice that seen
by one sphere. One sphere only sees the electrons as they
pass at a distance r •_ Lt); let an electron pass with a velocity vt and an impact parameter p _• Lt): it produces a

usedin spaceexperiments(Figure 1).

the white spectrum given in Table 1.

Fourier space,

3.1.1 Wire dipole antenna.
It consistsof two cylinders,
each of length L and radius a • L, parallel to the Oz axis,
separatedby an infinitesimal gap. The current distribution

J (r) is generallydifficultto calculate,and weassumethat it
short potentialpulseof duration Lt)/vt .• 1/wp and ampli- hasa linearform (namelythe chargedistributionis constant
tude V • e/(4•re0p). Takingthe powerspectrumand sum- on eacharm). This approximationhasa rather widerange
mingoverthe eventrate .•. •rL•nvt yieldsapproximatelyof validity whenevercolic • I and a/Lz) • 1. Whence,in

Second,considerhigh (w)>• wp) frequencies.Each passing electroninduceson one spherethe potential V (t) =

e/(4•re0r(t)) withr2 -- p2+V•t2. Ifp < vt/w, thisisa pulse

J(k)= /drJ(r)e
-'kr

(1)

4 sin'(k,LI2)[Jo
(k,.a)]ez (2)

of amplitudee/(4•re0p) and width p/vt. Taking the power

spectrum
andsumming
overtheeventrate•. •r(vt/w)2nv:v
yieldsnearlythe w-2 spectrumgivenin Table1. (Since wherek2 = k2•+ k,2, and J0 is the zero-orderBesselfunction
w •, cop,vt/w • L, so that the noiseon the dipoleis just of the first kind.
It consists of two
twicethat on onesphere.)This assumes
implicitly that the 3.1.œ Double-sphere antenna.
sphereradiussatisfiesa < vt/w. Otherwise,there remains spheresof radius a, separated by L )) a along the Oz axis.
only the (smaller) contributionfrom electronspassingat Then

p • vt/w, yieldinga generic
w-i spectrum
in the limiting
casewa/vT >> 1.
A key point is that for co• copwe seeelectronsup to the
distanceœv, while for co• %, we mostly see them up to
VT/CO
.
Now, what happens for co• cop?Since our antenna de-

a(k) = -

2isin
(k,L/2)
[sin
(ka)
]e, (3)

In general, the radius satisfieska •

1 for the relevant val-

uesof k, and the quantitiesin bracketsin (2) and ($) can
be replacedby 1. (This is not true for calculatingthe catectsmostlythe plasmawavessatisfyingkp •_ l/L, we ex- pacitance,sinceit involvesthe field at a distancer •, a.)
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Let the antenna be immersedin a fluctuating electric field
defined by the spectral distribution of its correlation tensor
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where the summation extends over all the processes exchanging a charge qs at a mean rate Ns per second with
each antenna arm. If the charging processesare impacts of

electronsand ions and photoelectronemission,(13) simplifies to (owingto the currentbalance)

(see,for instance,Sitenko[1967])

v,• = 2.•"N.IZl•
Eij(k,w)=
f+oooøat/drE,•(r,t)•'(•'-k'r)
(4)
Eij(r,t)

=

(Ei(r 1,t•)rj(r

1 +r,i• +t))

(5)

(14)

where Ne is the plasma electron impact rate on the surface
of one antenna

arm.

The voltagespectral densityat the antenna terminalsis
4

v"

=

•

• (v (•) v (• + •))•

(•)

MAXWELLIAN

ELECTRONS

Although most space plasmas are neither in equilibrium
nor isotropic, the isotropic Maxwellian model often yields a

rather good approximationof the noise(and a still better

of the impedance)at frequencies
of the order
- (2•r)3dkJi
(k)Ei)(k,w)
J;(k) (7) approximation
of magnitude of the plasma frequency.

(the usualconventionof positivefrequencies
is implied,and

J.1

V2 is in V•'Hz-1).
In general,the terminalsof the antenna(of impedanceZ)

Impedance and Thermal Noise

Equation(11) reducesto

are connected to a receiver with a finite input impedance Zn.
The spectral density at the receiverinput terminals is then

v•
$.3

= v" Iz•/ (z• + z)l •

4i

(s)

F(k)= (1/32•r)/dfllk.
J(k)l
• (16)

The Antenna Impedance

The antenna impedance is

dkF(k_____)(15)

wherein (16) the integrationis overthe directionof k (dO =
•i•0,0,O). •o ta•t we a• f•om (•) •d (3). fo• ta½ two
geometries,
Wire dipole

Ai• (k, w)
For w of the order of magnitude of Wv,one can approximate

the field as derivingfrom a scalarpotential (if w •
Then, (9) simplifiesto

i / dk
Ik.J
(k)l
•
Z = (2•r)
'•e0•
k2eL

(11)

to

where

K is Boltzmann's

- 2sin4(a:/2)/x]/x

constant

and Re denotes

(18)

Sphere dipole

F (k) = • 1-

(12)
the real

kœ

(19)

k2a
2

If ka << 1, one gets, for the two respectivedipoles,
Wire or sphere, for kL •

V2 = 4KT Re(Z)

(17)

[Si(a:)- Si(2a:)/2

(Si denotesthe sineintegralfunction.)

permittivity.
If the plasma is in thermal equilibrium at temperature T,
reduce

F•(kL)[Jo•
(ka)]

=
=

kc).

eL = eL(k,w) = ki.eij.kj being the plasma longitudinal

the formulae

r(•)
r•(•)

1

F (k) .• k2L2/24
Wire, for kL >> 1

part.

3.4

F(k)

Particle Impacts or Emission

The above expressionsassumea "grid antenna" in a homogeneousplasma; namely, we have neglectedthe fact that
the antenna is a physical object which disturbs the trajectories of the particles since they cannot pass through its
surface: it collects electrons and ions and may also emit

..• •r/(4kL)

Sphere, for kL >> 1

F (k)

•

1/4

Notethat (in agreement
with section2.1) F(k) hasa broad
peakat kL • 3.5for the wire dipole[seeKuehl,1966],while

for the spheresit is independent of kL when kL >> 1.
photoelectrons
and/or secondaryparticles.
The permittivity is given by
In general, the problem becomesvery complicated[see
Calder and Laframboise,1985]. Fortunately,in spaceplasmas, the antenna radius a and dc potential •b often satisfy

a < Lv and leq•/KTI < 1. Then, a goodapproximationfor
the total noise at the antenna terminals below the plasma

frequencycan be obtained[Meyer-Vernet,1983a]by simply
addingto (7) the term

eL(k,w) = 1+ 1- •(z)+i•r•/'ze

ß (•) = •

--z
•/z&•,'

•. (•o).• = (•'r/•)'/'

/k2L•(20)

(•)

•. = 2• = (•.'/•o•)•/'

where n and T are the electron density and temperature,

Vf = E q•N'IZI2
$

(13) Lo = v•/2•/2•p, andz = •/kv•;
contribution(seesection6.2).

wehaveneglected
theion
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Wire D•pole Antenna
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Fig. 4.

o•

•

•o

lOO

lOOO lO•

Thermalnoiselevel( V •' in V•'Hz-' ) for f/fe = 0- $

where the spectrum is nearly flat, as a function of the plasma
density and temperature, for a thin wire dipole antenna with

The thermal noiseis then obtainedfrom (8), (12), and

L = 10 m. Since the density scalesas L -•', one can use this
chart with any antenna length: for instance if L = 50 m, then the
density n on this figure must be divided by 25. The dashedlines
correspondto the plasma parametersfor which LILy =1 and 2:

,•.1.1 Nttrnericalresttits. A few numericalresultsfor a
wire dipolecan be foundin the work by Kttehl[1967](in- for L/LD • 1, the diagnosisof T is not accurate.
finitesimalradius)and Cotttttrieret al. [1981].The quan-

tity ZT •/" dependsonly on fife, LILy, and ally;

if

ally <<1,thenV"/T•/" depends
onlyonf/re andLILy.
Figures2 and 3 showa grid of normalizedspectrafor the
wire dipoleand the double-sphere
antenna,respectively.Figures 4 and 5 showthe spectrumlevel below fe (where it is
nearlyflat) as a functionof the electrondensityand tem-

ingß up to second
orderin 1/z2 in (20) for w ..•we), i.e.,

-

-

+

where {o denotes an infinitesimal positive imaginary part.

Then, oneintegrates(15) by residues,whencethe reM part
•.1.œ Analytical resttits. Analytical resultscan be obRe(Z) = 2F(•,)/(3-•0•;•,)
(23)
tainedin severallimiting cases[Balrna{n,1965;Kttehl,1966;
Schiff, 1970; Schiff and Fejer, 1970; Meyer-Vernet, 1979,
1983a].
(17) •nd (19). In p•r•icul•r, •e correspondin••mpli•ude
First, if L .• L v, the main contribution to the integral •nd frequenc• of • noise pe•k •r• deduced from •e m•x(15) stemsfrom kLv << 1, and onecan usethe hydrody- inure of •e functionF (•)/• (see•51e
namicapproximationof ½1;(whichis equivalentto develop•is doesno• giveR•(Z) w•en•ver / ( •, since•e pole
• is •en nearlyimaginary.•en, one re•urns•o (20) •nd

perature.

develops •

Double sphere Antenno

re•l p•r• for • (( l, i.e.,

Double Sphere Antenno

,..•LD:
1G.
i
•>•.

""$'

0.5

2.10 -•4

1.10-•4
5.10 -•5

•.6 .7 8 9 1

1.5

2

,

4

2.10-•5

f/fp
0.01

, , ......
1! ........
10
! ........
100
! ........
1000
! ........
1 •)•' ,

0 1

L =10 m
Fig. 5.
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TABLE1. Impedance
Z = R + iI (in ohms)andnoiseV5 (in TABLE3. NoiseV• dueto impactsandphotoemission
in a
VSHz-1) fora longdipole(a • LD <<L) in a thermal
plasma;thermal
plasma.
a:= •/fp <<1

• = f/f•

WIRE

WIRE

DIPOLE

DIPOLE

Vo•----wl/SmvTLD/(2•oL)
--5 X 10-l•T1/•LD/L
L/Lb

R0 = 9 X 106T -1/5 LD/L
I = ln(LD/a) / (w•owL)

I = [ln(L/a)-

V//Vo•x

for

1]/

for

peak: a•• 1 + 8(LD/L) 5

z>>l

•

I

[In(L/a)- 1]5

L/Lb

•

I

[ln(Lv/a)]5

DOUBLE-SPHERE

0.04Vo•(L/Lb)5

(SLD/L)2 < • < (LD/a)•'
Notation

defined

in section

4.1.

- R/Ro
DOUBLE-SPHERE

N', -- (4•r)-1/5nVT$

Vo
• = mVT/(a'3/Se0)
----10-ls T1/5
/to -- 1.8X l0s T -112

with S = 2•raL(wire)or S = 4•ra5 (sphere).
The correspondingspectrum to be added to the results

I = 1/(2w½owa)

of section3.1 is obtainedby inserting(25)in (14) and is
given in Table 3. It is important to note that the relative

peak: a•• 1 + 15(LD/L)5 V2 • 0.27Vo•L/LD

a•< 1

contribution
of thisnoise,V•/V 5 for z = f/f•, < 1 is given

1<<½< (LDla)2

V : l Vo

(25)

by
Wire

2/

; >>

= R/Ro

Error < 30% for L > 7LD. Notation definedin section4.1 ; SI

6aLb[In(Lla)]5I [L•z• In(LDIL)]

units.

L << LD

Sphere

Re(•)

•

I -4-likeLY)

(24)

If L (( Lr, oneuses(24), and the valueof F for kL (( 1.
Tables 1 and 2 give the resultsand their rangesof validity
for the two antenna geometries.
4.œ

1/z 5

L >>LD

L•/ [œ:•
z51n(LD/L)]

L << LD

Thus, though generally negligiblefor the wire dipole, it is
dominant for the double-sphere antenna.

Particle Impacts or Emission

Two remarks are in order. First, this absorption or
How are those results changedby the particle impacts or emissionof particles also changesthe antenna impedance
emission?If the antenna dc potential ;band radius a satisfy (broadly speaking, it adds in parallel to Z a resistance

leqb/KTI < 1 and a < Lv, then the electronimpact rate on R • (e dN•/dq•)-l);in practice
thisdoesnotsignificantly

changeIZI for frequencies
of the orderof magnitudeof f•, if
I•/•TI
< •. Second,the conditionleq•/KTI < 1 may not

one antenna arm is approximately

hold, especially when the photoelectron emission is small:

TABLE 2.

Impedance
Z = R+il andnoiseV 5 for a short(wire then N• becomesN•A where A : exp(ed/KT) if ;b < 0
or double-sphere)dipole (a << L << Lb) in a thermal plasma. and A = (1 + ec)/KT) '• if ;b> 0, with n = 1/2 and n = 1
•=tl&
for the wire and the sphere,respectively[seeLaframboise
and Parker, 1973].

l/'o•
: m.TLS/(3w3/se0L•)
= 3.4X10-l?T
1/5(L/Lb)5

4.3

ao -- 6.2X 10s T -•/• (L/LD)•

In general, a precise plasma diagnosisby thermal noise
spectroscopyrequires a fitting of the measured spectrum

I = [re(L/a)-

1]/(•owL)

I = 1/(2•owa)

for DOUBLE-SPHERE
a• (1

V5/Vo• I q-In(LDIL)

= nlno

for WIRE DIPOLE

1 < • <I.5LD/L

I q-In[21/:•
LD/ (zL)]

Quick Diagnosis

Vl•,using(8), (15),and(12). However,
witha wireantenna
satisfying L >> L v one can perform a quick approximate
diagnosis:
1. Deduce the plasmafrequencyf•, from the spectrum
cutoff.

2. Obtain an approximationof the antenna impedance

g (fromTables1 and2), anddeducethe spectrumlevelV •
at the antennaterminalsfrom (8).

Error < 30% for L < LD/4. Notation definedin section4.1.

3. Deducethetemperature
T fromthelevelV 2 belowf•,

2410
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Double Sphere Antenno

Wire Dipole Antenna

1\

• I
I

nH/nC=
0

•

Ifß x•x

}: k\.
x,,, ,,

/,I•••.

nH/,nc=.01
TH/Tc=
10
nH/.nc=.01TH/Tc=
100

_ _ n..nc=.10
10
nH/nC
=.10 THTc=
TH/Tc=100

, ..

'•••,•.•,•
'•
[

i

f/f pT

f/f pT

Fig. 6.

Normalizedquasi-thermal
noisespectraV 2 (V2Hz-1 ) Fig. 7.

/T t/• (K) asa function
off/frT fora wiredipole
antenna
with

L/LDc = 8, and different valuesof hot electronparameters. The

main effect of adding hot electrons is to multiply the peak level

by TH/TC; the low-frequencylevel is nearly independent of the

Same as Figure 6, for a double-sphere antenna with

L/Lb c = 8. The same remarks hold, but the high-frequency

levelisnowproportional
tothetotalelectron
flux(or- ,vl/5
n

,•1/2

Hz H ).

hot electrons, while the high-frequency level is proportional to

the total electronpressure(or note + nHTH).

giblymodifiedprovided
at -xla << 1 for the longwire,and
a still weaker

(whereit is nearlyflat) by usingFigure 4 or Table 1. Note
that if L • LD, the method does not work well since the

peak is not well definedand the temperaturedetermination
from the low-frequency level is not unique.
5

TWO

MAXWELLIAN

ELECTRON

POPULATIONS

How are the above results changed if the plasma is not
MaxwellJan? Let us consider two MaxwellJan electron pop-

condition

otherwise.

2. The cut-off is no longer abrupt and occursat
3. If L >> Lb, the peak level near f•,a' is increasedby
the factor t; otherwise, it is much less modified.

4. For f >> f•,T, the noiseis multipliedby (1 + at) for
the long wire and more weakly modified otherwise.
5.1.œ Analytical results.
Analytical results are obtained by developingF and ß for large and/or small arguments. The pole of eL is now

•pT/• 2

ulations. The impedanceis still given by (15), but now

= 1+y] 1P=C,H

where nc,

Tc,

nH, T•

Loc 3( +

wherew • wp•,,and its contributionto the resistance,which
is dominantwhen L > LDC, becomesinsteadof

are the density and tempera-

ture of respectivelythe cold (C) and hot (H) components

andzp = w/(kvTe),va,
p : (2KTp/m)'/= andLDp

Wire D•pole Antenno

withP= C,ft.
The voltage spectral density at the antenna terminals is

nH/nc=O

nH/nC=.01TH/Tc=10

A few resultsare given by Meyer-Vernet [1979] and Couturier et al. [1981]for the wire dipole antenna. We include

r

II

here the double-sphere antenna.

I

5.1

nH•nC=.01
TH/Tc=100

\•

_ _ nH/nC=.10
10
nH/nC=.
10 TH/Tc=
TH/Tc=
100

•

-

t, ""• -- --

Antenna Impedance and Quasi-Thermal Noise

t

5.1.1 Numericalresults. By comparing(12), (15), and
(27), one seesthat the noiseis much more modifiedby the
presenceof the hot population than is the impedance. Figures 6 to 9 show some examples of spectra in both geome-

.6

tries.

.7

.8

.9

I

•

1

1.5

2

3

4

f/f pT

Broadly speaking, the introduction of a hot population

quasi-thermal
noisespectraVa(VaHz-•)/
with a = ns/no < 1, t -- Ts/Tc > 1, has the following Fig. 8. Normalized
T•12(K) asa function
of f/fpT for a wiredipoleantenna
with
consequences:

1. If f < f•n' (f•,a'= f•,c(l+a)'/5 beingthetotal
plasmafrequencyand f•,c the cold one), the noiseis negli-

L/LDc = 1 and differentvaluesof hot electronparameters.Note
that the level is now much less sensitive to the hot electron pa-

rameters.
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TABLE 5. ImpedanceZ = R+il andnoiseV 2 for a longdoublespheredipole (a << LD½ '• L)with two Maxwel!ian electron
populations.m= f/fpT

Double Sphere Antenno

DOUBLE-SPHERE

nH/nc=O

/•

_ _

I
...............

Vo'=

nH•nc=.01 TH/Tc=10
nH/.nc=.01THLTc
= 1O0

nH/.nc=.
10 TH/.T
C- 10

ao = •.• x •o•zS•/•

nil/no:.
10 TH/Tc:
1O0

•"_

•-.•

lO-'
• = •/(2-•o•-)

•

V• • 0.2I • V• (LILac)(1+ e)•/2/(1 +
x< 1
.6

j

i

.7 .8 .9 1

1.5

½-

J

4

t!/2 < m < (LD/a)2

V2/Vo
2 (1+o•'-1/2)

f/f pT
Fig. 9.
Same as Figure 8, for a double-sphereantenna with
L/LDc = 1.

R/Ro
Notation

1.45(14-o•'
1/2)

x (i + ,:,/•)-•

x=-2 (i + o•)-•

(1+ •t -'/2)

1.45(1+ a,-'/2)

X(14-c•/t)-i

X x-2 (i4-c•)-1

defined

in section

5.

2F (kb)(1+ a)2

Re(Z)= 3•r•owL•ok•,(l+at)(28)
(F is definedin section4.1). The contributionto the noise just above fpT only when L >> LDC; otherwise the pole
is

contribution is not necessarily dominant.
Other analytical expressionsare given in Tables 4, 5 , and

1 + Cat -•/2

V2 = 4KToRe(Z)
1+O•t-•/•

(29)

6.

withG = exp[w2(1- 11t)l(k•v•o)'] . Thus,although5.œ

Particle Impacts or Emission

With two Maxwellian electron populations, the electron
increasesby the factor t. Note that (28) and (29) are cor- impact rate trivially becomes
rect approximations for the resistance and the noise peak

the resistance is barely modified, the noise peak amplitude

N,

(1

S

The correspondingspectrum to be added to the results
ImpedanceZ = R + iI andnoiseV 2 for a longwire of section5.1 is approximately(neglectingsmall changesin
dipole(a << LD •e•L) with two Maxwellianelectronpopulations. logarithmicterms) that givenin Table 3 multiplied by the

TABLE 4.

WIRE

V0
• = 5x 10-16•C

TABLE 6.
ImpedanceZ = R + il and noiseV 2 for a short
dipole (a << L << LDc) with two Maxwellian electronpopulations. z = ///pT

DIPOLE

•Do/L

R0 = 9X106T• 1/2LDc/L
I = ln(Lmc/a) / (•re0wL)

3.4X 10-17 T1/2(L/LDc)2
Ro= 6.2x 10• T -•/2 (L/LDc)2

for x << 1

I = [ln(L/•)-

p,,•:

,, •

I = 1/(a,,½0,o-)

va • 0.04

x < 1

z <<1

V'lVo'
R/R0

1]/(•re0wL)

for
for

WIRE

DIPOLE

DOUBLE-SPHERE

1 < • < i.• LDc/L

t1/2 < x < {LD/a)2'

+
x (i + •/t) -3/•

x• -3 (14-(;X)
--3/2

(1+• -s/2)

i.e(l+e)

x (i + •/•)-3/2

x •-3 (i + 0•)--3/2

Notation defined in section 5. We have neglected small terms in
the logarithms in order to avoid too complicated expressions.

x [i + lnI-,Do/.L)] x [! + In(2i/2LDc/(.L½))]

x[1+ ln(LDc/L)] x [1+ In(2t/2LDc
/
Notation defined in section 5. We have neglected small terms
in the logarithms in order to avoid too complicated expressions.

The formulafor V•/Vo2 in the columnz > 1 holdsonlywhen

z > i + i/In
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factor
(1+ c•t•/2). It isstillgenerally
negligible
forthewire dipolewithinfinitesimalgap)in thelimit d •

0, andto (19)

dipole and dominant for the double-sphereantenna.

(doublesphere)in the limit L --40.

$.$

dipoles.
If kL <<1 andkd<<1, thenF (k) • k"(L + 2d)"

The consequences
are straightforward for small or large

Plasma Diagnosis Guide

What are the consequencesfor the diagnosis of two

Maxwelltan (nc,Tc,n•,T•)electron

/24, and the effectof the gap is to replaceL by L + 2d.
populationsby ther- But if kL >> 1 and kd >> 1, then F (k) • •r/(4kL), and the

mal noise spectroscopy?
The best antenna is the L >> Lv wire dipole, since the

antennabehavesas if the gap wereinfinitesimal. Note, however, that thoseresultsdo not apply if there is a spacecraft

impact noiseis negligibleand the quasi-thermalnoisepeak inside the gap.
is well defined. Although a precisediagnosisshouldinvolve 6.1.œ V-shapedwire dipole.

We take two thin wires,

numericalcomputationsfrom (8), (15), (26), and (27), a eachof length L, alignedwith the Ox and Oy axis, repartial diagnosiscan still be quickly performed if the hot
populationsatisfiesa = r,H/r*c << 1:

spectively,with an infinitesimal gap, and a linear current
distribution.

Then

1. CalculateV •' fromthe measured
spectrumV•t by usJ(k)

ing (8) and approximations
of Z.
2. Deduce the total density from the spectrum cutoff
which occursat
3. Deduce Tc from the flat spectrum level below f•a' by
using Table 1 or Figure 4.

4. Then, the high-frequency
level(whereV 2 variesas
f-s) yieldsthe total electronpressure;
the final step(de-

6

WHY

DOES

IT

G(k•)ex-G(k•)ey
1

(33)

e-ia•L-- 1

G(a:)= ia:

a:2L

(34)

The generalexpressionof the functionF (k) obtainedfrom
(16) is awful, but it simplifiesto
If kL << 1

ducingseparatelynat and Tar) requiresa fitting of the peak
shape, for which analytical resultsonly provide an order of
magnitude estimation.

=

F (k) ,• k•'L•'/48
IfkL

>> 1

F(k)

WORK?

•

a'/(4kL)

Are the above results relevant for the average space experComparing to section 4.1, we deduce that a short Viment, which often involves queer antennae in complicated shapeddipole behavesas a linear dipole of half-length
plasmas?
L/2•/2 = œcos•r/4
(i.e. theantenna
projection
ona plane
In a surprising number of cases,the answeris "yes."
perpendicularto its symmetryaxis), but a long V dipole
6.1

Real

behaves as if its arms were colinear.

antetrade

The actual antenna must be sufficiently close to the theoretical model. This is rather easy to achieve for a linear
wire dipole: one must only ensurethat it be larger than the

Debyelength and the spacecraftsize(or locatedsufficiently
far from it, in order to be outside the spacecraft plasma

sheath).

Consequently,
for a long wire antenna(L >> Lv), such
complicationsas a finite gap or a noncolinearity between
the arms do not change very much the noise spectrum pro-

videdthat [f- f•l/f• is muchlargerthana few(Lv/L) 2.
This fact is contrary to the intuition acquired with short antennae, but not surprising: if the mean distancebetweenthe

arms is large, then they "see" uncorrelatedsignals(except

The case of the double-sphereantenna is less clean, since
for f • f•,), and the noisedetectedby the dipoleis twice
the spheresmust be mounted on booms, which intrinsically
that on one arm, whatever their relative location.

modify the problem (the equipotentialsare modified, and
the function F(k) is no longer given by (19) except for
kL << 1). This is an additional argumentto reject this
antenna for thermal noise spectroscopyor for longitudinal
field measurements.

6.œ

In Real Plasmas

Are actual geophysicalplasmasas simpleas we have assumed? Certainly not.

Yet, queer antenna geometries are often imposed by
In particular, the electronvelocitydistributionis seldom
spacecraft designers.What happens in this case?
made of two Maxwelltan functions, the ions are not, static,
We consider below two common examples: a wire linear and there is often a drift velocity between the antenna and
dipole with a large gap betweenits arms, and a wire dipole the plasma, and a static magnetic field.

with an angle of •r/2 betweenits arms; the latter casecorrespondsto the Voyager spacecraftconfiguration.
6.1.1 Linear wire dipole with a gap.
Take two thin

(a << [L, Lv]) wires,eachof lengthL, with a gap of size2d

We discuss below some of these effects.

6.œ.1 Ions.

In the previoussections,we have neglected

the ion motion.

Is this correct?

along the Oz axis and a linear current distribution. Then,

Let us consider a thermal plasma in the antenna frame.
We can neglectthe ion motion if their thermal velocity sat-

(2) and (17) are replacedby

isfiesva'i • w/k, namelyif wL/va'i • 1. For w of the order

4

of•, thiscondition
requires
LILy ;• (rn/M)•/2 where
M

the ion mass. On the other hand, if wL/va.i <_1, the ion
J(k) = k•-•sin(kzL/2)sin(kz(d+
L/2))ez (31) is
contribution to the thermal noise amounts approximately to

- i

-

+ a))-

}

/
wheref (z)= zSi(z). Of course,(32) reducesto (17) (wire

multiplying
by(M/m)•/2 (• 43forH+ ions)theR andV"
expressions
givenin Table 2 [Meyer-Vernet,1983b].
6.œ.œ Drift velocity.
What happens if there is a drift
velocity v betweenthe plasma and the antenna?

The systemis not in equilibrium,so that (12) no longer
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holds. For calculating the impedance and the noise, one where/•
= (-e2/ei)•/2 andjr(k)= J (k,.,kz).Inserting
(2)
must use the plasma quantities in the antenna frame, i.e., and (3), we get, if a •/•L and w• < w < wuH,

A-t (k,w- k.v)in (9) andEq (k,w- k.v)in (7), respec-Wire dipoleII B
tively. In this case,the ion contribution becomesimportant

if the condition(w - k.v)/kvTi )•, 1 doesnot hold, and, as
is well known [see Ginzburg,1979; Fiala, 1970], one gets
negativeresistances
(and possiblynoiseamplification)if the Sphere dipole

•o•rI•1

range of k satisfying w - k.v • 0 dominates the integral in

(9).
When are these effects small? One expects the results
of the previous sections to be weakly modified when wL

[v•u,v]. The main effectof the drift velocityis then to introduce

a small modulation

of the noise as a function

of the

Becauseof the coldplasmaapproximation,this assumesw

nil and respectively
[a,•] < [L,•L] for (38), or [•,•]

a(1+ •2)x/2< •L for(39).Thus,
while
(38)applies
to

angle 0 betweenv and Oz. From section2.1, we expect the
signal to be maximum when 0 = 0 for a small wire dipole long thin wire dipoles,(39) is lessusefulsinceit requires
satisfying kœ (• 1 or for a sphere dipole of any length; but large sphere radii.
Thus, for long thin wire dipoles,we get a noisepeak just
for a wire dipole satisfying kL •>) 1, we expect it to be max-

imum at 0 = •r/2. This is in agreementwith a moreformal below WVH, i.e.
derivation[Meyer-Vernetet al., 1986a].
V• = 1.• •/
An important practicalconsequence
is that a long (L
Lv) wire dipole shouldgenerallydetect a noisemaximum
at 0 = •r/2 for f of the order of magnitude of f•,; this be- fined in Table 1), which behavesmuchlike the peak above
haviour,whichis contraryto results[Kellogg,1981]basedon w• in an isotropicplasma.For w • w•, (38) yields
a "hand- waving" argument, has indeed been observedbelow

f•, [Meyer- Vernet et al., 1986a]. Note, however,that our
argument is only qualitative: an explicit calculation must
be done in order to get a firm answer. Then, the observed
noise polarization can be used for deducingthe direction of
the velocity v.
6.œ.3 Magneticfield.
When can we neglectthe ambient
static magnetic field B?

Let il = eB/ra and cr = Lvwp/il be the electrongyrofrequency and gyroradius, respectively. Since we are only
consideringfrequenciesw of the order of magnitude of
neglectingB requires L v • cr , or il ((
How is the noise modified

if this does not hold?

T•ki.g i.to •cco..t more correctly the pl•sm• •.ite temperature does not change very much those results in the

frequencyb•nd • < • < • < •v•, for long (L
wire dipoles[Me•er and Vetnet,1974;Nakatani and Kuehl,

1•76]. Outsidethisb•nd, V • decreases
smoothly•bove
if • • .fi, •-d for • >> •,
p!asm• (T•ble 1).

Now, let us t•ke •s in section 5 • pl•s•

with P - C, H, to obtain,i.st½•d of (35) •.d

•,•

= •[•, + •

bution of particular modesor directionsof k [seeSentman,
1982]and skip the antennageometry.Even so, they remain

k•z,

•

kv•., and w

2

k• + k• + io

+ i•,/•

,•

41L•

-

2•s/•ow

fdkl:(k)l
Ik•e•l•

where
et = 1- w•,•,lw
2 e2= 1- w•,•,l(w
2
(35)

(40)

P

very complicated.
To illustrate the problem, considerfirst a thermal plasma,
with il • w• and LD • •r • L.
Then, approximating the field as deriving from a scalar

1, w •

with both

cold (C) •.d. hot (•) ••d!i•.
•o•.l.tio..
•r/•.
> •, • ½ •, o.½a½•aov•• (•,•) ..d •.. (•,•)

The problem is not simple, even in a thermal plasma, and
in general the calculationsonly take into accountthe contri-

potential (w • kc), with kcr•
("cold plasma"),one gets

it joi.s the resultsin •n

), zp =

In the upper hybrid band defined by

where,,= 1-w•/w2,•2=l-w•/(w 2-il2),and wehave
setB = ezB andk2 = k• + k•. Asis wellknown,if O

the (dominant) contributionof the pole is

(35) has a zeroonly in the upperhybrid band:

V2

Inserting(35)in (11) and (12) givesfor a dipoleparallel

(42)

to B

V"-- •o•
-4KT
Imfdk
•io (•)
(2•-)'
• k•
+IS(k)l
•$•,+
Performing the kz integration by residues,one obtains

v, = z½•'• dk,k•IJ(•,•)l •

withG = exp[w2(1- I/t)/(•k,vTc) 2] (coinpare
with
(29)). The main contributionto the integral stemsfrom
•k, • l/L; thus G •>) 1 (sincewL/v•,c •>• 1). Hence,(42)
reducesto (38) (wires) and/or (39) (spheres)multipliedby

(37)the

factor

t.

Now, let us take an antenna making an angle 0 •

0
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with B.

This toolkit can be used in particular in the following

In general, this does not change the results for

the long doublesphereantenna. For the long wire, equations (36) and (41) can easily be generalizedby replac-

ingthecomponents
kz andk• in thefactor[k2•
IJ(k)l2]

media.

1. The solar wind. The magnetic field is negligible; the
drift velocity v causesa very small noise variation, except
at distanceslarger than about 10 AU, where the inequality

by the componentsof k parallel and perpendicular, respectively,to the antenna. Using (36) and integratingas w•,L/v ;>>1 no longerholdsfor a typical antennabecauseof
previouslyin cylindrical coordinates,we obtain an angu- the small density: in the latter case, the antenna resistance
lar integration
of the formfd4/Den(4)in the domain may be negative if v > v•, possibly causing an antenna
instability and noise amplification. Note in passing that
D•n(4)= [cos0
+ sin0cos
4/•[ > a (• + •-•)/L.
if the plasma contains two electron populations, then the

one can ask whether

integrandis multipliedby t when Der,(q•) > vTc/wL. We

solarwind [Kurth et al., 1984]and attributed to a radiation
coming from the outer boundary of the heliosphereis due

get finally the approximateresult

the emission

detected

in the distant

instead to a negative antenna resistance when the phase in

if M>0

V' =

rav•ct
I,,1

the solar cycleand/or the distanceto the Sun ensureboth
v > v:r and wpL/v•. _<1.

(43)

if M<0

2. Cometary plasmas. Both the magnetic field and the
drift velocity are negligible;furthermore, in the comet coma

and tail the high density and/or low temperatureyield a
small Debye length, so that it is not very difficult to get a

V2= 0Llllml
mV}ctX(2/)ln[-2/3MwL
] (44)"long" antenna.
3. Planetary ionospheresand inner magnetospheres,and

whereM = cos20- sin2 0//32 • 0, /3 • 0. If the plasma the Io torus. The drift velocity is negligible, but in general
is Maxwellian (t = 1), then vTc/w is to be replacedby the magnetic field is not. Fortunately, the Debye length is

a(1+/3-2)
•/2inthelogarithmic
term
and(43)and(44) generally small, so that

one easily gets a "long antenna";
then, section 6.2.3 gives a rough approximation.
In short, if the antenna makes an angle 0 • 0 with the
We have skipped the following important problems:
1. It is well known that suprathermal electrons can selmagneticfield, the noisepeakon a long(L > or)wire dipole
at co• WUH is smaller than for 0 = 0; there is an additional dom be represented by a Maxwellian component; how does

reduceto a classicimpedanceresult [Balmain,1964].

peak at the frequencyconsatisfying/• = tan 0, and the noise this changethe aboveresults? In other words, what are the
is larger betweenconand WUHthan in the remainingpart of model-independent quasi-thermal noise features? Do they
the upper hybrid band. It is important to remember that, exist at all? This question is presently under study. A re-

as we noted for 0 = 0, V 2 is muchsmallerbut not neces- lated point is the behaviour when the distribution function
sarily negligibleoutside the upper hybrid band, as shown is marginally stable.
by taking more correctly the plasma temperature into ac2. What happenswhen the antenna dc potential is large
count (seealso Meyer-Vernet[1978]). We emphasise
that compared with the electron thermal energy, as should octhe above results hold only for a long antenna: otherwise cur for the proposed "Tether" experiment [Dobrowolr,
y,
the contribution of the Bernstein modes becomes important
1987] or the spacestation projects? Then, the disturbed

[seeSentman,1982].
7

plasma sheath surrounding the antenna changessignificantly
CONCLUSIONS

For electron diagnosisby (quasi) thermal noise spectroscopy around the plasma frequency, the best antenna

is a long (L >> L v or at least L > a few L v) thin wire

the impedance(see, for instance, Calder and Lafrarnboise,
[1985]). For large positiveantenna potential, the consequently large electron transit time in the sheath can even
produce a negative resistanceand noise amplification, as re-

centlyshownin the laboratory[Stenzel,1987].

We hope that this toolkit will help geophysiciststo first
dipole. The low-frequencylevel gives the cold temperature,
considerthe (simple?) plasma quasi-thermMnoiseor an
the high-frequencylevel gives the total electron pressure,
intrinsic antenna instability before "discovering"a new noise
the cutoff frequency gives the total density, and the shape
or plasma instability.

of the peak givesthe other parameters(see sections4.3 or
5.3). A gap and/or an anglebetweenthe antennaarmsdoes
not changethe diagnosisof those first three parameters provided that L >> œv; we emphasise that this is not true
for intermediate lengths and that the diagnosisof the other
parameters is then modified for any length.

If œ >> œv, a small (v • wL) drift velocityproducesa
small noisevariation (if the ion thermal velocityis smaller
than wL) with the anglebetweenv and the wires,whichcan
be used for deducing the direction of v. Remember that the

polarization(on a longwire dipole)differsby •r/2 fromthat
on a small dipole.
If œ >> œv, a magnetic field does not changethose results
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